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Structural variations induced by thermal treatment in lead feldspar (PbAl2Si2O8)
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ABSTRACT

Lead feldspar single crystals were annealed at T 5 1050 and 1000 8C, starting from
a disordered metastable configuration (PbFH, Qod 5 0) and from an ordered configura-
tion (PbFL, Qod 5 0.89). Single-crystal data collection and refinement in space group
I2/c show that the degree of Al-Si order increases to Qod 5 0.42 after annealing the
disordered PbFH at 1050 8C and decreases to Qod 5 0.70 after annealing the ordered
PbFL sample at 1000 8C. This suggests that the equilibrium Qod is between 0.70 and
0.42 for temperatures between 1000 and 1050 8C, where anorthite or strontium feldspar
are almost completely ordered. A residual in the difference-Fourier map because of
positional disorder was observed near the Pb site in all the refined crystals. The average
y/bPb coordinate changes with increasing Al-Si disorder, as Pb approaches the glide
plane. A significant decrease in the intensity of b-type reflections was consequently
observed. A spontaneous strain, with the main axis almost parallel to the a axis, is
associated with Al-Si ordering. Pb polyhedral deformation related with Qod accounts
for the observed strain. A calibrating equation, Qod 5 [(8.427(2) 2 a) / 0.048(3)]1/2,
has been calculated and applied to the unit-cell parameters obtained from subsequent
thermal treatments and from Bruno and Facchinelli (1972) to define the evolution of
the Qod vs. the treatment temperature. The thermal behavior of the Qod could then be
bracketed, suggesting Tc between 1150 and 1200 8C for the I2/c-C2/m phase transition
induced by the Al-Si order-disorder process.

INTRODUCTION

Al-Si ordering in feldspars and the effects of substi-
tuting different non-tetrahedral cations have been a sub-
ject of research over many years (Ribbe 1994 and refer-
ences therein). For feldspars with an Al:Si ratio of 1:1,
the interest focussed initially on anorthite. Almost no dis-
order was detected between sites occupied by Al and Si
in natural samples (Megaw et al. 1962; Wainwright and
Starkey 1971; Kalus 1978). According to the Al-avoid-
ance rule, formation of Al-O-Al linkages and hence Al-
Si disorder is energetically unfavorable in feldspars with
an Al:Si ratio of 1:1. However subsequent observations
in anorthite heated close to the melting point show that
some Al-Si disorder (Qod 5 0.78 at T 5 1530 8C; Bruno
et al. 1976) is present and is an equilibrium feature (Ben-
na et al. 1985). Recently, thermodynamic behavior (Car-
penter 1992) and kinetics of ordering in anorthite (Car-
penter 1991a, 1991b; Salje et al. 1993) were described
using Landau theory.

Recent investigations have focussed on feldspars with
non-tetrahedral cations other than Ca, such as Sr or Pb.
Structural, microtextural, and spectroscopic evolution of
Al-Si order has been monitored in strontium feldspar
(SrF) (Benna et al. 1995). In particular, metastable dis-
order was observed after short annealing of SrF samples
synthesized from melt. Samples annealed for longer times

and assumed to have achieved a close approach to equi-
librium showed degrees of order, Qod , which deviated
significantly from complete order. For lead feldspar
(PbF), Bruno and Facchinelli (1972) determined the unit-
cell parameters for samples with different annealing his-
tories. Significant changes in cell parameters were related
to changes in the degree of Al-Si order. Although no cal-
ibration was given by the authors, a significant sponta-
neous strain associated with Al-Si ordering is present in
lead feldspar. Recently, the structures of ordered (I2/c)
and disordered (C2/m) lead feldspar have been deter-
mined (Benna et al. 1996). Disordered lead feldspar has
a ‘‘split Pb-site configuration,’’ whereas the ordered struc-
ture has the Pb atom displaced further from the c glide
plane than Ba or Sr in barium and strontium feldspars. In
addition, PbF samples that have been hydrothermally
treated show strong b-type superstructure reflections and
sharp IR absorption bands, but after thermal treatment at
higher temperatures (T ø 1000 8C), the b-type reflections
disappear and the linewidth of IR peaks increases (Bruno
and Facchinelli 1972). It appears that significant Al-Si
disorder can be achieved in lead feldspar by heating at
temperatures lower than those required to disorder Al and
Si in calcium and strontium feldspars. In this paper the
structures of lead feldspars with intermediate degree of
order are described.


